Five girls in white formals, carrying colored musical notes with glitter on them, are used. They come in from the West in any formation that can be used in your chapter room and take their places beside star points. "The Lost Chord" is the music played. A Reader is positioned in the East.

As the organist and conductress stand back of Esther's chair the girls with notes come in and take their places - then the reader speaks - after which the girls walk one at a time to a position in front of the chaplain (forming a line). Each one says her little verse as she gets in line. If the music to "The Lost Chord" could be played softly it would be used for background music during the reading. A Large Star outline of wood or cardboard covered with glitter is placed in the front. Spotlight is used.

Reader: Seated one day at the organ
I quietly pondered the keys
When a chord I once heard
In the song of a bird
My memory started to tease.

I tried every chord I could think of
Then out of my mind they were tossed
I could not recall
What those notes were at all
So decided that Chord was just lost.

Then all of a sudden I found it
The notes were as clear as could be
They fell right in line
And sounded quite fine
As presently you will all see.

Come forth precious notes, from a chord
Show each member how sweet you are
Our Chapter will live
By the music you give
And the lost chord is found in our Star.

Here the notes come up one at a time and say:
Adah's note: I'm just a little note that's blue
But I'll be happy when I find you.

Ruth's note: I'm a golden note like the rays of the sun
Which shines on the fields when day is done.

Esther's note: I'm a note that's pure in color and tone
With a royal whiteness all my own.

Martha's note: I'm green as the ferns in woodlands deep
Just a note of Faith for eternal sleep.

Electa's note: I glow like a ruby for sister or brother
A note which rings clear when we love one another.

Girls (or chorus) all hum "The Lost Chord" while organist is escorted to the East.